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ABSTRACT
Traditionally the so called Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and Unsteady RANS
(URANS) have been the main numerical tools for computing gas turbine flows due to their
computational efficiency and reasonable accuracy. However, the limitations of RANS and URANS
to resolve appropriate details and capture some essential flow features associated with turbulence
are also well known, in some cases such as transition they could fail to predict the flow behaviors
completely. Therefore, the desire for greater accuracy has led to the development and application of
high fidelity numerical simulation tools for gas turbine flows. Two conventional such tools are
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) which captures directly all details of turbulent flow in space
and time, and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) which computes large scale motions of turbulent flow
directly in space and time while the small scale motions are modelled.
DNS is computationally very expensive and even with the available most powerful
supercomputers today or in the foreseeable future it is still prohibitive to apply DNS for gas
turbine flows. LES is the most promising simulation tool which has already reasonably widely
used for gas turbine flows. This paper will very briefly review first the applications of LES in
turbomachinery flows and then focus on two gas turbine combustor related flow cases,
demonstrating the superiority of LES in those cases where the RANS performs poorly
KEYWORDS
High fidelity numerical simulation, Gas turbine flows, Gas turbine combustor, LES, DNS,
RANS, URANS.
NOMENCLATURE
c
chord
DJ
fuel injector central jet diameter
DS
fuel injector outer diameter
h
annulus height
r
co-ordinate in radial direction
U
velocity in axial direction
u-rms
root mean square of velocity fluctuation in axial direction
V
velocity in radial direction
v-rms
root mean square of velocity fluctuation in radial direction
w-rms
root mean square of velocity fluctuation in tangential direction
x
co-ordinate in axial direction

scalar concentration

scalar concentration fluctuation
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INTRODUCTION
Tremendous progress has been made in the past three decades in Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) with the advancement of computer hardware and software as many commercial CFD
software are available nowadays, making it possible to carry out complex flow simulations on PCs.
Applications of CFD can be found in almost all engineering disciplines such as Aeronautical,
Automotive, Mechanical, Chemical etc., ranging from external flows, internal flows, multiphase
and reacting flows, to multidisciplinary fields like aero-elasticity and aero-acoustics. Apart from a
powerful research tool CFD has also become widely accepted as one of the essential analysis tools
for design engineers, and plays an important role in the aerodynamic design of gas turbines.
There are three mainstream CFD approaches for computing/simulating turbulent flows: RANS,
LES and DNS. The RANS approach which has been used in gas turbines for the past several
decades, solving the time- or ensemble-averaged governing equations with all the scales of
instantaneous turbulent motion being modelled, is the most efficient approach computationally but
lacks accuracy and performs poorly in certain areas. The unsteady RANS (URANS) approach is
one step forward in terms of capturing certain unsteady flow phenomena but the improvement is
still very limited. On the other hand, all details of turbulent motions are simulated directly with a
very fine mesh to scales and a very small time step to resolve flow structures down to the
Kolmogorov scales in the DNS approach. However, the computational cost of DNS is prohibitive
and hence it has very limited applications in gas turbine flows, mostly restricted to low-pressure
turbine flows where the Reynolds numbers are low and the flow is complex involving separation
and transition. In LES only large scale motions (called large eddies) are simulated directly while the
small scale motions are modelled using a so called Sub-grid scale (SGS) model, leading to a
considerable reduction in computational cost compared with DNS. In contrast with the RANS
approach LES is more accurate as large eddies (large scale motions), which contain most of the
turbulent kinetic energy and are responsible for most of the momentum/heat transfer, are captured
directly in LES while they are modelled by a turbulence model in the RANS approach.
Gas turbine flows are inherently unsteady and very complex, which are not only fully turbulent
but also could be transitional in certain regions, and involve two phases, heat transfer and
combustion as well. A few examples of inherently unsteady flows in gas turbines are given below.
 In the turbomachinery main gas path one typical unsteady flow feature is due to the
interaction of multiple rows of adjacent stationary and rotating blade pairs (stages). The
wakes generated from upstream blades interact with downstream blades, leading to
very complex unsteady flows.
 Very complex unsteady flows can also be found in cavities formed between co-rotating
disks, or rotating and adjacent disks in the internal air systems of gas turbines. The flow
in those cavities involves very complicated three dimensional structures with the
presence of cyclonic and anti-cyclonic vortices rotating at about half of the disk
rotating speed. The flow can also oscillate between quite different flow regimes with
the possibility of vortex breakdown.
 Separation and transition often occurs on the suction surface of Low-Pressure Turbines
(LPT) and the unsteady wakes from upstream blades have a big impact on the transition
process, which in turn strongly influences the separation and reattachment, leading to a
very complex cyclic unsteady process.
 Jet impingements, swirling and recirculating flows, combustion, two phase and cooling
flows etc. occur in a gas turbine combustor, resulting in very complex unsteady flows.
It is very unlikely that the RANS/URANS approach can predict accurately the above mentioned
complex unsteady flows, and in some cases the RANS/URANS approach may fail completely to
capture the essential flow features involved in those complex flows.
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A brief review on the application of LES in turbomachinery flows will be prsented first in this
paper, followed by more detailed discussion on LES of two gas turbine combustor related flow
cases, demonstrating the superiority of LES over RANS/URANS in those cases.
LES OF TURBOMACHINERY FLOWS
In this section, a very brief review on high fidelity numerical simulations of turbomachinery
flows using the traditional or conventional LES will be presented. There are several variants of LES
such as ILES (Implicit LES), NLES (Numerical LES), MILES (Monotone Integrated LES), VLES
(Very Large Eddy Simulation) and the hybrid LES/RANS approach will not be discussed in this
paper. A review on computation of unsteady turbomachinery flows using different modelling
fidelity levels has been given by Tucker [1, 2].
LES of Compressors
It is a big challenge for the RANS/URANS approach to predict gas turbine compressor flows
accurately due to a strong influence of the centrifugal force and streamline curvature on turbulence,
and especially it is difficult for RANS/URANS to provide accurate predictions at off-design
conditions. In addition, substantial secondary flow may be present, which is also very hard to be
captured accurately by RANS/URANS approach. Hence LES is desirable and should provide an
accurate representation of the flow physics involved.
You et al. [3 - 5] carried out LES of rotor tip-clearance flows with a combined curvilinear mesh
and immersed boundary conditions. They investigated the effect of varying tip-gap size on the tipleakage flow and the viscous loss mechanism in tip-clearance flow. Lee, Kim and Runchal [6]
performed LES of flow past a compressor blade cascade, studied the aerodynamic losses and the
noise generation by unsteady flows at off-design conditions. Klostermeier [7] explored the LES
capability for turbomachinery design, including LES of compressor end wall flows.
LES was employed by Hah [8] and Hah et al. [9] to investigate unsteady flow behaviour in a
transonic compressor rotor (NASA rotor 37), and their LES results agree well with the measured
compressor characteristic. More accurate prediction of total pressure loss in the hub region was
obtained using LES compared against typical RANS predictions. Furthermore LES also shows
superiority over RANS in capturing some complex flow features such as the intermittent dynamics
of the shock, tip vortex and wake interaction.
The capability of LES to simulate transitional separated flow over a compressor blade at two
free stream turbulence levels (0 and 3.25%) was assessed against DNS by Lardeau, Leschziner and
Zaki [10]. The main conclusion is that LES, with a small fraction of the computational resources
required for a full DNS resolution, provides credible representation of transition provoked by a
combination of free stream turbulence. However, at zero free stream turbulence, LES results are
sensitive to the SGS models used and the main discrepancies between LES and DNS results occur
in the early stage of transition in the separation bubble. At the high level of free stream turbulence
the sensitivity to SGS models is much lower with better agreement between LES and DNS results.
MuMullan and Page [11] carried out a series of LES of flows relevant to axial compressors,
ranging from an idealized linear cascade to a research 3.5 stage compressor rig, to assess the
applicability of the LES technique as a tool for axial gas turbine axial compressor design. Their
study demonstrated the superiority of LES over RANS in terms of capturing separation-induced
transition in the flow and elucidating new physical processes through the discovery of toroidal
vortices in the stagnation region of the flow, leading to the formation of contra-rotating vortex pairs
around the leading edge. They also pointed out the computational complexity of performing LES of
real gas turbine axial compressors, especially that an accurate specification of the unsteady inflow is
crucial.
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Hah, Hathaway and Katz [12] carried out LES of unsteady flows in a low speed one and half
stage axial compressor at near stall operation. They studied the effect of rotor tip gap size on flow
structures. At a smaller rotor tip gap, the tip clearance vortex was observed to move toward the
leading edge plane, generating an almost circumferentially aligned vortex around the entire rotor
while the clearance vortex remains inside the blade passage at a large tip gap.
Gourdain [13] carried out URANS and LES of turbulent unsteady flows in a stage of an axial
subsonic compressor and presented a comparison of the URANS and LES results against
experimental data. It was shown that LES produced better predictions of time-dependent quantities.
However, neither URANS nor LES predicted accurately the compressor performance (efficiency
and pressure ratio).
LES was performed by Gao et al. [14] to investigate turbulent flow characteristics of corner
separation in a compressor cascade (NACA65 blade profiles). A good agreement was obtained
between the LES results and experimental data in terms of mean aerodynamics of the corner
separation, especially for the blade surface static pressure coefficient and the total pressure losses.
LES of three-dimensional flow separation in an axial compressor was performed by Scillitoe,
Tucker and Adami [15] to investigate the loss sources under the influence of free stream turbulence
and end wall boundary layer state. Their results show that the core loss sources are the 2D laminar
separation bubble and trailing edge wake, and also the 3D flow region near the end wall. They
further demonstrated that free stream turbulence has relatively less impact on loss whereas the end
wall boundary layer state has a significant influence on loss. This is because a laminar end wall
boundary layer separates much earlier leading to a larger passage vortex, resulting in significant
alternation of the end wall flow and loss.
LES of Turbines
In morden aero engines the number of low-pressure turbine (LPT) blades is reduced to lower the
weight and cost of the engine. Hence, LPT blades are highly loaded, leading to extreme flow
turning. As a result of the increased flow turning and severe adverse pressure gradients on such LPT
blades, plus the fact that the LPT blade Reynolds numbers are low, flow separation and transition
occurs and also stronger secondary flows exists at the end walls. It is highly unlikely that the
RANS/URANS approach can provide accurate predictions and high fidelity numerical simulations
are need to capture the complex flow physics involved.
Mittal, Venkatasubramanian and Najjar [16] performed LES of the flow through a LPT cascade
to assess the capability of LES in predicting flow separation and the losses associated with the
separation. Michelassi, Wissink and Rodi [17] carried out numerical studies of periodic unsteady
flow in a LPT cascade using DNS, LES and URANS. Overall the LES results agree well with the
DNS results although a delayed transition by about 10% of c was predicted by LES in comparison
with the DNS prediction. In addition, DNS and LES produced useful information for improving the
results of URANS.
Flow separation and transition around a LPT blade was studied by Raverdy, Mary and Sagaut
[18] using LES. The LES results of mean and turbulent quantities compare well with experimental
data and the interaction between the transition process and the wake from upstream blade is
analyzed.
Sarkar and Voke [19] carried out a numerical study of interaction of passing wakes and
inflexional boundary layer over a LPT blade using LES and observed coherent flow structures due
to the complex interaction of passing wakes and the separated shear layer. Further study of the
effect of wake structures on unsteady flow over the suction side of a LPT blade was conducted by
Sarkar [20] using LES. It was shown that the wake length scale has a big impact on the large
pressure oscillations and roll-up of the separated shear layer at the rear half of the suction surface.
Furthermore, the characteristics of wake turbulence have a significant influence on the transition of
the roll-up shear layer.
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Matsuura and Kato [21] conducted LES of compressible transitional cascade flows to
investigate the effects of free-stream turbulence. Their LES predictions agree closely with
experimental data and demonstrate that the intensity levels of free-stream turbulence have a
significant influence on the generation of pressure waves near the trailing edge.
Jimbo et al. [22] carried out LES of unsteady viscous flow around a high pressure turbine
cascade to understand the pressure loss mechanism. Their LES results agree well experimental data.
Further analysis of the LES results show that a large unsteady vortex is formed in a region
downstream of the trailing due to the interaction of the vortex generated on the suction and pressure
surface of the blade and the secondary vortex generated on the end-wall. They argued that this
unsteady three-dimensional flow characteristic may play an important role in the pressure loss
mechanism.
Flow in a LPT cascade was simulated using LES by Medic and Sharma [23]. LES results over a
range of Reynolds numbers for three LPT aerofoils have been compared against measurements,
showing that LES is capable of capturing the main trends across all three geometries.
Papadogiannis et al. [24] performed LES of a high pressure turbine stage to study the effects of
SGS modelling and mesh resolution. The employed a wall-modeled LES approach, where wall flow
physics is modeled by a law-of-the-wall rather than directly captured by a fine mesh. In comparison
with experiment data, the LES results show improvement over URANS predictions. Nevertheless, it
was shown that with a coarse mesh SGS models had a strong influence on the results, leading to
different flow fields characterized by different shock structures and unsteady contents.
Cui, Rao and Tucker [25] studied flow physics on the suction surface, pressure surface, and end
walls of a LPT blade under the influence of different inflow boundary conditions by means of LES.
They found decreased pressure fluctuations on the aft portion of the suction side at high free stream
turbulence. This is due to a different transition mechanism at high free stream turbulence. On the
pressure side, elongated vortices were observed at low free stream turbulence but disappeared at
high free stream turbulence level. It was demonstrated that the state of the incoming boundary layer
(laminar or turbulent) has a significant influence on the on flow features at end walls.
LES of Internal Air Systems
As mentioned in the introduction section that very complex, three-dimensional unsteady flows
exist in cavities formed between co-rotating disks, or rotating and adjacent disks in the internal air
systems of gas turbines, which are not amenable to the RANS/URANS approach and high fidelity
simulation such as LES is needed for predicting this kind of flows accurately.
Sun et al. [26] carried out a numerical study of buoyancy-affected flow in rotating disk cavities
using both LES and URANS. They compared the numerical predictions with experimental data for
a range of Grashof number from 1.87 to 7.41×108 and buoyancy number from 1.65 to 11.5. LES
results are in much better agreement with the measured velocity and heat transfer than URANS
results.
Flow between a rotating and a fixed disk, representative of the flow in cavities of the internal air
system, was simulated using LES by Andersson and Lygren [27]. Five cases with different gap sizes
between the disks were considered and it was found that the gap size did not really affect he threedimensional flow fields near the two disks as the same general features in all cases were observed.
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [28] performed LES of the non-isothermal transitional and turbulent flow
in rotor/stator sealed cavity with a rotating inner and a stationary outer cylinder and their main goal
was to analyze the properties of turbulence of the non-isothermal flow dominated by Coriolis and
centrifugal forces. Their results show an increase of turbulent intensity in the stator boundary layer
towards the outer cylinder and in the rotor boundary layer 3D spiral vortices are observable. They
also observed a rapid enhancement in the heat transfer in the outer end-wall area where the
turbulent intensity was the largest.
Viazzo et al. [29] studied a turbulent rotor-stator flow numerically using LES with a higherorder finite-difference scheme. Their LES results, both mean and Reynolds stresses, agree well with
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experimental data. It is also demonstrated that LES is capable of capturing accurately the unsteady
flow structures as their simulations predicted the main features of the flow with a fully turbulent
stator boundary layer and a transitional rotor layer. Furthermore, coherent flow structures under the
form of spiral arms or circles within the rotor and the stator layer respectively are well captured.
Flow in a rotating cavity with narrow inter-disc spacing and a radial inflow was simulated by
Onori et al. [30] using various approaches including LES. Very different flow features, such as a
turbulent flow region, a laminar oscillating core with almost zero axial and radial velocity and
turbulent Ekman type boundary layers along the discs, were captured by LES.
It is very difficult to predict accurately complex unsteady flows occurring in turbine rim seals
due to the interaction of the mainstream flow with the internal air system cooling flow. O’Mahoney
et al. [31] carried out LES of a turbine stage including a rim seal and rim cavity at a rotational
Reynolds number Reθ = 2.2 × 106 and a main annulus axial Reynolds number of
1.3 × 106, with different levels of cooling air flow. Their LES results show better agreement
with experimental data than URANS results in terms of sealing effectiveness.
Gao et al. [32] conducted numerical studies of turbine rim sealing flows using different CFD
approaches. The numerical results obtained from LES, RANS and URANS are very similar, all
showing reasonable agreement with steady measurements within the disc cavity. However, only
LES is capable of capturing unsteadiness at a similar distinct peak frequency to that found
experimentally.
LES OF COMBUSTOR RELATED FLOWS
Mesh resolution is a key factor in LES for accurate predictions since most SGS models,
generally speaking, are not robust and for high Reynolds number flows the requirement of very fine
mesh in near wall regions often becomes a bottleneck for LES applications. This is one major
reason why there has not been any application of LES for a whole compressor or a whole turbine
since unfeasibly large mesh is required even for a single stage. For combustor flows there is no need
to use very fine mesh in the near wall region as boundary layer is not a dominator factor. However,
there are additional challenges such as liquid fuel injection, liquid fuel atomization and evaporation,
large-scale turbulent fuel air mixing, small scale molecular fuel air mixing, chemical reactions and
so on. Despite those additional complexity of the flow, LES has been applied successfully to
simulate the flow in real combustion systems. In this section LES of two gas turbine combustor
related flows will be discussed and more comprehensive reviews on LES in this area can be found
elsewhere [33, 34].
LES of a fuel injector
Dianat et al. [35] and Midgley et al. [36] conducted LES and experimental iso-thermal studies
to investigate the mixing processes between the air and fuel streams in the near field of a swirling
flow fuel injector. The fuel injector geometry is shown in Figure 1. An annular swirl stream (outer
diameter DS = 37.63mm) is produced from the radially fed swirler, representing the inflowing air
stream (scalar value being 0) in a non-premixed flame fuel injector arrangement. A central jet
(diameter DJ = 5.4mm) represents the fuel stream (scalar value being 1). Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) was employed for velocity field measurements and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)
for quantitative scalar mixing measurements.
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Figure 1. Fuel injector geometry [36].

A 2D view (x-r plane) of the computational domain/mesh is shown in Figure 2. A multi-block
grid was generated with a total mesh points of about one million and the mesh was refined in the
near wall and free shear layer regions. A finite volume LES code with a structured multi-block,
curvilinear staggered grid was used for the simulation and details about the numerical method can
be found elsewhere [37].

Figure 2. 2D view (x-r plane) of computational domain and mesh [35].

Figure 3 shows comparisons of the predicted mean axial velocity and rms profiles against the
experimental data at several axial locations near the fuel injector outlet where turbulence activity is
highest and scalar mixing is most rapid. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the predicted mean
velocity profiles agree very well with the experimental data. There are some discrepancies between
the predicted rms profiles and the experimental data but the general trends, especially the three
peaks of the profile in the closest location to the fuel injector outlet which then develop into two
peaks downstream, are well captured by LES.
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Figure 3. Comparison between LES predictions (line) and experimental data (symbols):
left - mean axial velocity; right - mean rms in the axial direction [35].

Figure 4 presents comparisons of the predicted mean and fluctuating scalar concentration
against the experimental data at the same axial locations near the fuel injector outlet. As shown in
the figure that a good agreement between the predicted mean scalar concentration and the
measurements has been obtained although at the last location (x/DS = 1.06) there is a discrepancy in
the center where less mixing is predicted. The predicted scalar concentration fluctuations also agree
well with the experimental data apart from at the first location (x/DS = 0.02) where the scalar
concentration fluctuations are over-predicted.

Figure 4. Comparison between LES predictions (line) and experimental data (symbols):
left - mean scalar concentration; right – scalar concentration fluctuation [35].

Unsteady, helically spiraling vortex structures observed experimentally are also visualized
numerically. Further analysis of LES data clearly demonstrate that the origin of those structures is a
rotating separation event inside the fuel injector itself as shown in Figure 5. It is evident from their
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studies [35, 36] that the LES approach can not only capture the flow physics correctly but also
provide instantaneous data which can be analyzed to improve the understanding of the flow physics
involved.

x/DS

Origin of the structures

Figure 5. Instantaneous LES predicted streakline visualization on an x-r plane [36].

LES of a dump diffuser
Tang et al. [37] carried out numerical studies of the flow in a typical dump diffuser region of gas
turbine combustors using both the RANS and LES approaches. Figure 6 shows a 2D view (x-r plane)
of the computational domain and the mesh used in the study. The mesh is refined in near wall, free
shear and reattachment regions with a total mesh point of about 0.8 million.

Figure 6. 2D view (x-r plane) of computational domain and mesh [37].

Figure 7 presents contours of mean and instantaneous axial velocity, showing that the
instantaneous flow field is very different from the averaged one. It can be seen clearly from the
averaged flow field that four distinct recirculation zones exist whereas those are hardly observable
from the instantaneous flow field. The instantaneous flow field shows that many small scale,
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turbulent structures exist and there are more than four recirculation zones and at different instances
the size and shape of those recirculation zones are different too.

Figure 7. Contours of mean and instantaneous axial velocity on an x-r plane [37].

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the predicted mean axial and transverse velocity
profiles and experimental data at station X14 (location of X14 is shown in Figure 6). The profiles
are plotted against normalized co-ordinate r starting from 0 (inner wall) to 1 (outer wall). For the
mean axial velocity, it can be seen that a good agreement has been obtained between the LES results
and the experimental data and the RANS results using a Reynolds Stress Transport model (RST) are
also close to the experimental data. However, the experimental data clearly show the existence of a
small reverse flow region which is well captured by the LES approach but not by the RANS
approach. In terms of the mean transverse velocity the LES results are closer to the experimental
data.
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Figure 8. Mean axial and transverse velocity profiles at X14 [37]

The rms values of velocity fluctuations in all three directions at the same location X14 are
shown in Figure 9. A reasonably good agreement has been obtained between LES predictions (urms and v-rms) and the experimental data, in terms of both the magnitude and the profile shape.
However the RSM results are significantly lower than the experimental data, only about 50% of the
measured values. In addition, for the u-rms both the LES predictions and the experimental data
show clearly that there is a peak near the inner wall but the RANS approach fails to predict this
peak. The LES predictions for the w-rms agree well with the experimental data, especially the
experimental data show a sharp rise of the w-rms values near the outer wall and this peak is well
captured by the LES approach. However, the RANS approach fails to capture this distinct peak
completely as the RANS predictions are hugely different from the experimental data with the
predicted value near the outer wall being only about 15% of the measured value. They concluded
from their instantaneous flow field analysis that the sharp rise of the w-rms values near the outer
wall was mainly caused by large scale unsteady motion in this region associated with the movement
of the instantaneous reattachment points, which the RANS approach would not be able to capture.
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Figure 9. Profiles of u-rms, v-rms and w-rms at X14 [37]

CONCLUSIONS
It is evident that the traditional computational approach, RANS/URANS, has its limitations in
predicting inherently unsteady and complex gas turbine flows accurately. In certain cases it can fail
to capture some essential flow features completely. Hence for accurate predictions a high fidelity
simulation approach is needed and LES is a suitable choice since DNS is still far too expensive and
not feasible for engineering flow simulations.
A brief review on the applications of LES in turbomachinery flows has been presented in this
paper, demonstrating the increase and successful applications in this area. Applications of LES for
two gas turbine combustor related flow cases have been reviewed in more detail, showing the
capability of LES in capturing important flow features and the superiority of LES over the RANS
approach.
There is no doubt that LES will become more and more widely used in gas turbine flow
simulations. However, significant challenges such as proper specification/construction of realistic
turbulent inflow boundary conditions still remain and there is a long way to go before LES can
replace the RANS approach completely.
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